The short-lived K(892) * resonance provides an efficient tool to probe properties of the hot and dense medium produced in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. We report measurements of K * in √ s NN = 200 GeV Au+Au and p + p collisions reconstructed via its hadronic decay channels K(892) * 0 → Kπ and K(892) * ± → K S 0 π ± using the STAR detector at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The K * 0 mass has been studied as a function of p T in minimum bias p + p and central Au+Au collisions. The K * p T spectra for minimum bias p + p interactions and for Au+Au collisions in different centralities are presented. The K * /K yield ratios for all centralities in Au+Au collisions are found to be significantly lower than the ratio in minimum bias p + p collisions, indicating the importance of hadronic interactions between chemical and kinetic freeze-outs. A significant nonzero K * 0 elliptic flow (v 2 ) is observed in Au+Au collisions and is compared to the K S 0 and A v 2 . The nuclear modification factor of K * at intermediate p T is similar to that of K S 0 but different from A. This establishes a baryon-meson effect over a mass effect in the particle production at intermediate p T
The short-lived K(892) * resonance provides an efficient tool to probe properties of the hot and dense medium produced in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. We report measurements of K * in √ s NN = 200 GeV Au+Au and p + p collisions reconstructed via its hadronic decay channels K(892) * 0 → Kπ and K(892) * ± → K S 0 π ± using the STAR detector at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The K * 0 mass has been studied as a function of p T in minimum bias p + p and central Au+Au collisions. The K * p T spectra for minimum bias p + p interactions and for Au+Au collisions in different centralities are presented. The K * /K yield ratios for all centralities in Au+Au collisions are found to be significantly lower than the ratio in minimum bias p + p collisions, indicating the importance of hadronic interactions between chemical and kinetic freeze-outs. A significant nonzero K * 0 elliptic flow (v 2 ) is observed in Au+Au collisions and is compared to the K S 0 and A v 2 . The nuclear modification factor of K * at intermediate p T is similar to that of K S 0 but different from A. This establishes a baryon-meson effect over a mass effect in the particle production at intermediate p T (2 < p T � 4 GeV/c).
I. INTRODUCTION
Lattice QCD calculations [1] predict a phase transition from hadronic matter to quark gluon plasma (QGP) at high temperatures and/or high densities. Matter under such extreme conditions can be studied in the laboratory by colliding heavy nuclei at very high energies. The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory provides collisions of heavy nuclei and protons at center of mass √ energies up to s NN = 200 GeV. The initial stage of these collisions can be described as the interpenetration of the nuclei with partonic interactions at high energy. With the interactions of the partons in the system, chemical and local thermal equilibrium of the system may be reached and the QGP may form. As the system expands and cools, it will hadronize and chemically freeze out. After a period of hadronic interactions, the system reaches the kinetic freeze-out stage when all hadrons stop interacting [2] [3] [4] . After the kinetic freeze-out, particles free-stream toward the detectors where our measurements are performed.
The typical lifetime of a resonance is a few fm/c, which is comparable to the expected lifetime of the hot and dense matter produced in heavy-ion collisions [5] . In a hot and dense system, resonances are in close proximity with other strongly interacting hadrons. The in-medium effect related to the high density and/or high temperature of the medium can modify various resonance properties, such as masses, widths, and even the mass line shapes [6] [7] [8] . Thus, measurements of various res onance properties can provide detailed information about the interaction dynamics in relativistic heavy-ion collisions [9, 10] . Recent measurements [11] by the FOCUS Collaboration for the K * 0 from charm decays show that the K * 0 mass line shape could be changed by the effects of interference from an s wave and possible other sources. Distortions of the line shape of ρ 0 have also been observed at RHIC in p + p and peripheral Au+Au collisions [12] . Dynamical interactions with the surrounding matter [7, 8, 13] , interference between various scattering channels [14] , phase-space distortions [7, 8, 13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , and Bose-Einstein correlations [7, 8, 15, [18] [19] [20] are possible explanations for the apparent modification of resonance properties.
Resonance measurements in the presence of a dense medium can be significantly affected by two competing effects. Resonances that decay before kinetic freeze-out may not be reconstructed owing to the rescattering of the daughter particles. In this case, the lost efficiency in the reconstruction of the parent resonance is relevant and depends on the time between chemical and kinetic freeze-outs, the source size, the resonance phase-space distribution, the resonance daughters' hadronic interaction cross sections, etc. However, after chemi cal freeze-out, pseudoelastic interactions [21] among hadrons in the medium may increase the resonance population. This resonance regeneration depends on the cross section of the interacting hadrons in the medium. Thus, the study of reso nances can provide an important probe of the time evolution of the source from chemical to kinetic freeze-outs and detailed information on hadronic interactions in the final stage.
In this paper, we study the K(892) * vector meson with a lifetime of 4 fm/c. The kaon and pion daughters of the K * resonance in the hadronic decay channel K * → Kπ can interact with other hadrons in the medium. Their rescattering effect is mainly determined by the pion-pion interaction total cross section [22] , which was measured to be significantly larger (factor ∼5) than the kaon-pion interaction total cross section [23] . The kaon-pion interaction total cross section determines the regeneration effect that produces the K * resonance [24] . Thus, the final observable K * yields may decrease compared to the primordial yields, and a suppression of the K * /K yield ratio is expected in heavy-ion collisions. This K * yield decrease and the K * /K suppression compared to elementary collisions, such as p + p, at similar collision energies can be used to roughly estimate the system time span between chemical and kinetic freeze-outs. Because of the rescattering of the daughter particles, the low p T K * resonances are less likely to escape the hadronic medium before decaying, compared to high p T K * resonances. This could alter the K * transverse mass (m T ) spectra compared to those of other particles with similar masses.
The in-medium effects on the resonance production can be manifested in other observables as well. In a quark coalescence scenario, the elliptic flow (v 2 ), for noncentral Au+Au collisions, of the K * resonances produced at chemical freeze-out might be similar to that of kaons [25] . However, at low p T , the K * v 2 may be modified by the rescattering effect discussed previously. This rescattering effect also depends on the hadron distributions in the coordinate space in the system at the final stage. Thus, a measurement of the K * v 2 at p T 2 GeV/c compared to the kaon v 2 may provide information on the shape of the fireball in the coordinate space at late stages.
A study of the relation of the particle production to its intrinsic properties may reveal its production mechanism. The nuclear modification factor and v 2 have been observed to be different between π, K and p, A [26, 27] . In a hydrodynamic limit, the transverse momentum spectra of produced particles are determined only by the velocity field and therefore the mass of the produced particle. In a quark coalescence model, particle production is related to its quark content. Since stable mesons (π, K) are usually lighter than stable baryons (p, A), the particle type is coupled with the mass. Detailed studies of K * (and/or φ) can be of special importance, as its mass is close to the mass of baryons (p, A) but it is a vector meson. In the intermediate p T range 2 < p T 6 GeV/c, identified hadron v 2 measurements have shown that the hadron v 2 follows a simple scaling of the number of constituent quarks in the hadrons:
where n is the number of constituentuarks of the hadron and v 2 is the common elliptic flow for single quarks [27] . Therefore, the v 2 for the K * produced at hadronization should follow the scaling law with n = 2. However, for the K * regenerated through Kπ → K * in the hadronic stage, v 2 should follow the scaling law with n = 4 [28] . The measured K * v 2 in the intermediate p T region may provide information on the K * production mechanism in the hadronic phase and reveal the particle production dynamics in general. It is inconclusive whether the difference in the nuclear modification factor between K and A is due to a baryon-meson effect or simply a mass effect [27] . We can use the unique properties of the K * to distinguish whether the nuclear modification factor R AA or R CP (defined in Sec. V F.
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and in [29] and [27] , respectively) in the intermediate p T region depends on mass or particle species (i.e., meson/baryon). Specifically, we can compare the R CP of K, K * , and A, which contain one strange valence quark and are in groups of (K, K * ) and A as mesons versus baryon, or in groups of K and (K * , A) as different masses.
II. EXPERIMENT
The data used in this analysis were taken in the second RHIC run (2001) (2002) using the Solenoidal Tracker at √ RHIC (STAR) with Au+Au and p + p collisions at s NN = 200 GeV. The primary tracking device of the STAR detector is the time projection chamber (TPC), which is a 4.2-m-long cylinder covering a pseudorapidity range |η| < 1.8 for tracking with complete azimuthal coverage (/φ = 2π) [30] .
In Au+Au collisions, a minimum bias trigger was de fined by requiring coincidences between two zero-degree calorimeters, which are located in the beam directions at θ < 2 mrad and measure the spectator neutrons. A central trigger corresponding to the top 10% of the inelastic hadronic Au+Au cross section was defined using both the zero-degree calorimeters and the scintillating central trigger barrel, which surrounds the outer cylinder of the TPC and triggers on charged particles in the midpseudorapidity (|η| < 0.5) region. In p + p collisions, the minimum bias trigger was defined using coincidences between two beam-beam counters that measure the charged particle multiplicity in forward pseudorapidities (3.3 < |η| < 5.0).
Only events with the primary vertex within ±50 cm from the center of the TPC along the beam line were selected to ensure uniform acceptance in the η range studied. As a result, about 2 × 10 6 top 10% central Au+Au, 2 × 10 6 minimum bias Au+Au, and 6 × 10 6 minimum bias p + p collision events were used in this analysis. To study the centrality dependence of the K * production, the events from minimum bias Au+Au collisions were divided into four centrality bins from the most central to the most peripheral collisions: 0-10%, 10-30%, 30-50% and 50-80%, according to the fraction of the charged hadron reference multiplicity (defined in [31] ) distribution in all events.
In addition to momentum information, the TPC provides particle identification for charged particles by measuring their ionization energy loss (dE/dx). The TPC measurement of dE/dx as a function of the momentum (p) is shown in Fig. 1 . Different bands seen in Fig. 1 represent Bethe-Bloch distributions [32] folded with the experimental resolutions and correspond to different particle species. Charged pions and kaons can be identified with their momenta up to about 0.75 GeV/c whereas protons and antiprotons can be identified with momenta up to about 1.1 GeV/c. To quantitatively describe the particle identification, the variable N σ π (e.g., pions) was defined as
where dE/dx measured is the measured energy loss for a track, (dE/dx) π is the expected mean energy loss for charged pions with a given momentum, and R is the dE/dx resolution, which varies between 6% and 10% from p + p to central Au+Au events and depends on the characteristics of each track, such as the number of dE/dx hits for a track measured in the TPC, the pseudorapidity of a track, etc. We construct N σ K in a similar way for the charged kaon identification. Specific analysis cuts (described later) were then applied on N σ π and N σ K to quantitatively select the charged pion and kaon candidate tracks.
III. PARTICLE SELECTIONS
In this analysis, the hadronic decay channels of K(892) * 0 → K + π − , K(892) * 0 → K − π + , and K(892) * ± → K 0 π ± were measured. In the following, the term K * 0 stands S for K * 0 or K * 0 , and the term K * stands for K * 0 , K * 0 , or K * ± , unless otherwise specified.
Since the K * decays in such a short time that the daughters seem to originate from the interaction point, only charged kaon and charged pion candidates whose distance of closest approach to the primary interaction vertex was less than 3 cm were selected. Such candidate tracks are defined as "primary tracks." The charged K * first undergoes a strong decay to produce a K 0 and a charged pion herein labeled as the K * ± S daughter pion. Then, the produced K 0 decays weakly into S π + π − with cτ = 2.67 cm. Two oppositely charged pions from the K 0 decay are called the K * ± granddaughter pions. The S charged daughter pion candidates were selected from primary track samples and the K 0 candidates were selected through S their decay topology.
In Au+Au collisions, charged kaon candidates were selected by requiring |N σ K | < 2 whereas a looser cut |N σ π | < 3 was applied to select the charged pion candidates to maximize the statistics for the K * 0 analysis. Such N σ cuts can only ambiguously select the kaons and pions if applied to the tracks with their momenta beyond the momentum range specified earlier. However, these cuts help to significantly reduce the background. To avoid the acceptance drop in the high-η range, all kaon and pion candidates were required to track fitting quality and good dE/dx resolution. For all the track candidates, the ratio between the number of TPC track fit points over the maximum possible points was required to be greater than 0.55 to avoid selecting split tracks. To maintain reasonable momentum resolution, only tracks with p T larger than 0.2 GeV/c were selected. In p + p collisions, enough data were available to precisely measure the K * 0 mass, width, and invariant yield as a function of p T . As statistics was not an issue for this analysis, only kaon candidates with p < 0.7 GeV/c were used to ensure clean identification. This kaon momentum cut helped minimize were selected by requiring |N σ π,K | < 2 to reduce the residual background. All other track cuts for both kaon and pion candidates were the same as for Au + Au data.
The K * ± was measured only in minimum bias p + p interactions and in peripheral 50-80% Au+Au collisions. Daughter pions for the K * ± reconstruction were required to originate from the interaction point and pass the same cuts as used for the K * 0 analysis in p + p collisions. The K 0 S was reconstructed by the decay topology method [33, 34] . The granddaughter charged pion candidates were selected from global tracks (which do not necessarily originate from the primary collision vertex) with a distance of closest approach to the interaction point greater than 0.5 cm. Candidates for the granddaughter charged pions were also required to have at least 15 hit points in the TPC with p > 0.2 GeV/c. Oppositely charged candidates were then paired to form neutral decay vertices. The distance of closest approach for each pair was required to be less than 1.0 cm and the neutral decay vertices were required to be at least 2.0 cm away from the primary vertex to reduce the combinatorial background. The reconstructed K 0 momentum vector was required to point S back to the primary interaction point within 1.0 cm. Only the K S 0 candidates with π + π − invariant mass between 0.48 and 0.51 GeV/c 2 were selected. When the K 0 candidate was S paired with the daughter pion to reconstruct the charged K * , plus a linear function representing the background.
IV. EXTRACTION OF THE K * SIGNAL
In Au+Au collisions, up to several thousand charged tracks per event originate from the primary collision vertex. The daughters from K * decays are topologically indistinguishable from other primary particles. The measurement was performed by calculating the invariant mass for each Kπ pair in an event. The K ± π ∓ invariant mass distribution is shown in Fig. 3 as open circles. The unlike-sign Kπ invariant mass distribution derived in this manner was mostly from random Kπ combinatorial pairs. The signal to background is between 1/200 for minimum bias Au+Au and 1/10 for minimum bias p + p. The overwhelming combinatorial background distribution can be obtained and subtracted from the unlikesign Kπ invariant mass distribution in two ways:
• the mixed-event technique, in which the reference back ground distribution is built with uncorrelated unlike-sign kaons and pions from different events; tracks were checked to avoid double-counting among the three tracks used. Figure 2 shows the K 0 signal observed in the S π + π − invariant mass distribution in p + p collisions. The Gaussian width of this K 0 signal is around 7 MeV/c 2 , which S is mainly determined by the momentum resolution of the detector. Because of detector effects, such as the daughter tracks' energy loss in the TPC, the K 0 mass is shifted by The Kπ pairs with their parent rapidity (y) of |y| < 0.5 were selected. All the cuts used in this K * analysis are summarized in Table I . After all the afore mentioned cuts have been applied, a plot of the K * reconstruction efficiencies multiplied by the detector acceptance can be made ( Fig. 9 ). I. List of track cuts for charged kaon and charged pion and topological cuts for neutral kaon used in the K * analysis in Au+Au and p + p collisions. decayLength is the decay length, dcaDaughters is the distance of closest approach between the daughters, dcaV 0P rmV x is the distance of closest approach between the reconstructed K S 0 momentum vector and the primary interaction vertex, dcaPosPrmVx is the distance of closest approach between the positively charged granddaughter and the primary vertex, dcaNegPrmVx is the distance of closest approach between the negatively charged granddaughter and the primary vertex, M K 0 is the K S 0 invariant mass in GeV/c 2 , NFitPnts is the S number of fit points of a track in the TPC, NTpcHits is the number of hits of a track in the TPC, MaxPnts is the number of maximum possible points of a track in the TPC, and DCA is the distance of closest approach to the primary interaction point.
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• the like-sign technique, in which the reference background distribution is made from like-sign kaons and pions in the same event.
The mixed-event technique has been successfully used in the measurement of resonances at RHIC, such as the K(892) * 0 √ in Au+Au collisions at s NN = 130 GeV [35] and the φ in √ Au+Au collisions at s NN = 130 and 200 GeV [36, 37] . This technique was also used in the measurement of A production √ in Au+Au collisions at s NN = 130 GeV, and the results agree well with those from the decay topology method [34, 38] . The like-sign technique has been successfully applied in mea suring ρ(770) 0 → π + √ π − production in p + p and peripheral Au+Au collisions at s NN = 200 GeV at RHIC [12] .
A. Mixed-event technique
To subtract the uncorrelated pairs from the unlike-sign Kπ invariant mass distribution obtained from the same events, an unlike-sign Kπ invariant mass spectrum from mixed events was obtained. To keep the event characteristics as similar as possible among different events, the whole data sample was divided into 10 bins in charged particle multiplicity and 10 bins in the collision vertex position along the beam direction. Only pairs from events in the same multiplicity and vertex position bins were selected.
In the unlike-sign invariant mass distribution from an event, samples were made from K + and K 1 π + pairs, 1 π 1 − − 1 which include the desired K * signal and the background. In the mixed-event spectrum, K + , K 1 π + , K + π and 1 π i i i 1 , − π + K i 1 pairs were sampled for the background estimation. The subscripts 1 and i correspond to event numbers with i = 1. The number of events to be mixed was chosen to be 5, so that the total number of entries in the mixed-event invariant mass distribution was ∼10 times that of the total number of entries in the distribution from the same events. Thus the mixed-event spectrum needs to be normalized to subtract the background in the unlike-sign spectrum. Since the Kπ pairs with invariant mass greater than 1.1 GeV/c 2 are less likely to be correlated in the unlike-sign distribution, the normalization factor was calculated by taking the ratio between the number of entries in the unlike-sign and the mixed-event distributions for invariant mass greater than 1.1 GeV/c 2 . The solid curve in Fig. 3 corresponds to the mixed-event Kπ pair invariant mass distribution after normalization. The mixed-event distribution was then subtracted from the unlike-sign distribution as follows: 6 "
where N is the number of entries in a bin with its center at the Kπ pair invariant mass m and R is the normalization factor. After the mixed-event background subtraction, the K * 0 signal is visible, as depicted by the open star symbols in Fig. 5 .
B. Like-sign technique
The like-sign technique is another approach to subtract the background of noncorrelated pairs from the unlike-sign Kπ invariant mass distribution from the same events. The uncorrelated background in the unlike-sign Kπ distribution was described by using the invariant mass distributions obtained from uncorrelated K + π + and K − π − pairs from the same events.
In the unlike-sign Kπ invariant mass spectrum, K + 1 π 1 − − − − and K 1 π + pairs were sampled. K 1 + π + and K 1 π pairs subtract the subset of noncorrelated pairs in the unlike-sign Kπ distribution, the like-sign Kπ invariant mass distribution was calculated as follows:
where N is the number of entries in a bin with its center at the Kπ pair invariant mass m. The unlike-sign and the like-sign invariant mass distributions are shown in Fig. 4 . The like-sign spectrum was then subtracted from the unlike-sign distribution:
The like-sign, background-subtracted Kπ invariant mass distribution corresponds to the solid square symbols in Fig. 5 , where the K * 0 signal is now visible. Compared to the mixed-event technique, the like-sign technique has the advantage that the unlike-sign and like-sign pairs are taken from the same event, so there is no event structure difference between the two distributions resulting from effects such as elliptic flow. The short-coming of this technique is that the like-sign distribution has larger statistical uncertainties compared to the mixed-event spectrum, since the statistics in the mixed-event and like-sign techniques are driven by the number of events mixed and the number of kaons and pions produced per event, respectively [39] . Therefore, in this analysis, the mixed-event technique was used to reconstruct the K * signal whereas the like-sign technique was used to study the sources of the residual background under the K * 0 peak after mixed-event background subtraction, as discussed in details in the following text.
C. Describing the residual background
The unlike-sign Kπ invariant mass distribution after mixedevent background subtraction is represented by the open star symbols in Fig. 5 , where the K * 0 signal is clearly observed. The mixed-event technique removes only the uncorrelated background pairs in the unlike-sign spectrum. As a conse The overlapping region of noncentral Au+Au collisions has an elliptic shape in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis. Each noncentral Au+Au event has a unique reaction plane angle. The azimuthal distributions for kaons and pions may be different for different events. Thus, the unlike-sign Kπ pair invariant mass spectrum may have a different structure than the mixed-event invariant mass distribution. This structural difference may lead to a significant residual background in the unlike-sign Kπ invariant mass spectrum after mixed-event background subtraction [40] .
In the like-sign technique, the unlike-sign Kπ spectrum and the like-sign distribution are obtained from the same events. Therefore, no correlations resulting from elliptic flow should be present in the unlike-sign Kπ invariant mass spectrum after like-sign background subtraction. In Fig. 5 , the solid square symbols represent the unlike-sign Kπ invariant mass distri bution after like-sign background subtraction. The amplitude of the residual background below the peak after the like-sign background subtraction is about a factor of 2 smaller than that after the mixed-event background subtraction, whereas the amplitude of the K * 0 signal remains the same. This indicates that part of the residual background in the spectrum after mixed-event background subtraction was induced by elliptic azimuthal anisotropy.
In the K * 0 analysis in Au+Au collisions, since the kaons and pions are selected with 0.2 < p < 10.0 GeV/c, a pion 064902-7 (kaon) with p > 0.75 GeV/c may be misidentified as a kaon (pion). A proton with p > 1.1 GeV/c may be misidentified as 2 either a kaon or a pion, or both, depending on whether kaons or pions are being selected. Electrons and positrons that cross 1.5 the kaon (pion) band in the dE/dx plot shown in Fig. 1 may be misidentifed as kaons (pions). Thus, the daughters from ρ 0 → π + π − , φ → K + K − , A → π − p, etc. could be falsely identified as a Kπ pair if the daughter momenta are beyond the particle identification range. The invariant mass calculated from these misidentified pairs cannot be subtracted away by the mixed-event background and remains as part of the residual background.
In Fig. 5 , the open triangle symbols correspond to the unlike-sign Kπ spectrum after like-sign background subtrac tion with 0. K * 0 signal is a factor of 2 smaller. This indicates that particle misidentification of the decay products of ρ, ω, η, K 0 , A, etc.
S indeed causes false correlations to appear in the backgroundsubtracted distribution. Correlated real Kπ pairs from real particle decays-such as higher mass resonant states in the K-π system and particle decay modes with three or more daughters where two of them are a Kπ pair-as well as the nonresonant K-π s-wave correlation-also contribute to the unlike-sign Kπ spectrum. These correlated Kπ pairs contribute to the residual background, since they are not present in the like-sign and mixed-event distributions. There is no efficient cut to remove these real correlations from the residual background.
V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
A. K * 0 mass and width 
where BW is the relativistic p-wave Breit-Wigner function [41] given by
PS is the Boltzmann factor [7, 8, 15, 16] given by represents the residual background. Within this parametriza tion, T fo is the temperature at which the resonance is emitted [8] and
is the momentum-dependent width [41] . In addition, M 0 is the K * mass, r 0 is the K * width, p T is the K * transverse momentum, M π is the pion mass, and M K is the kaon mass. The PS factor accounts for K * produced through kaon and pion scattering, or K + π → K * → K + π . In Au + Au collisions, the thermal freeze-out temperature T fo = 90 MeV was measured at STAR [42] . However, resonances can be produced over a range of temperature inside the hadronic system and not all resonances are emitted at the point where the system freezes out at T fo = 90 MeV. As a result, the temperature chosen in the PS factor was 120 MeV according to [8] . The temperature of T fo = 90 MeV was also used to estimate the systematic uncertainties, which are about 1.5 MeV/c 2 for masses and 5 MeV/c 2 owing to the choice of T fo . In p + p collisions, particle production is well reproduced by the statistical model [43] with T fo = 160 MeV and therefore this was the temperature used in the PS factor. Values of p T = 1.8 GeV/c and 0.8 GeV/c were chosen in the PS factor for the Au+Au and p + p collisions, respectively, which are The systematic uncertainties in the K * 0 mass and width for the measurement in minimum bias p + p interactions were evaluated bin by bin by varying the particle types (either K * 0 or K * 0 ), the methods in the background subtraction (mixed-event or like-sign), the residual background functions (exponential or second-order polynomial functions), the dynamical cuts, and the track types (primary tracks or global tracks) and by considering the detector effects (different TPC magnetic field directions, different sides of the TPC detector, etc.). Because of the limited statistics, the systematic uncertainties (3.1 MeV/c 2 for masses and 14.9 MeV/c 2 for widths) in central Au+Au interactions were only estimated using the entire measured p T range (0.4 < p T < 3.2 GeV/c) following these steps. More detailed discussions about the systematic uncertainty studies can be found in [39] . In minimum bias p + p interactions, the K * 0 masses at low p T (first 2 or 3 data points) are lower than 60 the MC results at a 2-to 3-σ level. Mixed-event, background-subtracted Kπ invariant mass distributions were obtained for different p T bins, and each p T bin was fit to Eq. (5) with the K * 0 mass, width, and uncorrected yield as free parameters. The χ 2 /ndf of the fit varies between 0.6 and 1.7 for all p T bins except for two p T bins (3.8 for the 2.0 < p T < 2.4 GeV/c bin and 2.6 for the 2.4 < p T < 2.8 GeV/c bin) in the central Au+Au data, where the uncertainties of the mass and width values are not well constrained. Figure 7 shows the K * 0 mass (upper panel) and width (lower panel) for central Au+Au and for minimum bias p + p interactions as a function of the K * 0 p T . Monte carlo calculations for the K * 0 mass and width were obtained by simulating K * 0 with standard mass and width values [32] and passing them through the same reconstruction steps and kinematic cuts as the real data. The results from such simulations are also depicted in Fig. 7 . The deviations between the MC results and the standard mass and width values are mainly due to the kinematic cuts (track p and p T cuts, etc.). For example, the p T > 0.2 GeV/c cut results in the rise of the mass at low p T and the kaon p < 0.7 GeV/c cut in p + p causes the rise of the mass and the drop of the width at higher p T . Our MC studies indicate that the deviations induced by kinematic cuts are not sufficient to explain the mass shift seen in the data.
where SBW is the nonrelativistic Breit-Wigner function [32] given by
and RBG is the linear function from Eq. (8) that represents the residual background. The fit sensitivity to statistical fluctuations in the K * raw yield was reduced by fixing the mass and width in the fit according to the values obtained from the free parameter fit with the same simplified BW function. The χ 2 /ndf of the fit varies between 0.7 and 1.8 for all p T bins except for two p T bins (∼3.0 for the 2.0 < p T < 2.4 GeV/c bin and ∼2.7 for the 2.4 < p T < 2.8 GeV/c bin) in Au+Au data. The K * raw yield was also obtained by fitting the data to the BW function from Eq. (6) with all parameters free in the fit. The difference in the raw yields between the two fit functions was included in the systematic uncertainties. The K 0 π ± invariant mass distribution fit to Eq. (10) after S the mixed-event background subtraction is shown in Fig. 8 for minimum bias p + p collisions (upper panel) and for the 50-80% of the inelastic hadronic Au+Au cross section (lower panel). About 6 × 10 6 , 2 × 10 6 , and 5.6 × 10 4 K * 0 signals were reconstructed from top 10% central Au+Au, minimum bias Au+Au, and minimum bias p + p collisions, respectively, whereas about 1.2 × 10 4 and 10 4 K * ± were observed in the 50-80% Au+Au and minimum bias p + p collisions, respec tively. The K * 0 and K * ± raw yields obtained for different p T bins in Au+Au and minimum bias p + p collisions were then corrected for the detector acceptance and efficiency (shown in Fig. 9 ) determined from a detailed simulation of the TPC response using GEANT [44] . The corresponding branching ratios were also taken into account. In addition, the yields in 064902-9 the following exponential function:
where dN/dy is the K * 0 yield at |y| < 0.5 and T is the inverse slope parameter. The extracted dN/dy and T parameters are listed in Table II . The systematic uncertainties on the K * 0 dN/dy and T in Au+Au and p + p collisions were estimated by comparing different Breit-Wigner functions, particle types (either K * 0 or K * 0 ), residual background functions (exponential or second-order polynomial functions), and dynamical cuts and by considering the detector effects. More detailed discussions about the systematic uncertainty studies can be found in [39] . The K * 0 invariant yield increases from p + p collisions to peripheral Au+Au and to central . 9 . The K * 0 and K * ± reconstruction efficiency multiplied by 50-80% 0.82 ± 0.06 ± 0.15 402 ± 14 ± 44 the detector acceptance as a function of p T in minimum bias p + p p + p (5.08 ± 0.17 ± 0.61)×10 −2 223 ± 8 ± 9 and different centralities in Au+Au collisions. 1.08 ± 0.03 ± 0.12 0-10%
Efficiency
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1.08 ± 0.08 ± 0.12 10-30%
1.12 ± 0.06 ± 0.13
-4
30-50% 1.08 ± 0.05 ± 0.12 50-80%
1.03 ± 0.04 ± 0.12 Au+Au collisions. The inverse slope of the K * 0 spectra for all centrality bins of Au+Au collisions is significantly larger than in minimum bias p + p collisions.
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Theoretical calculations [45] indicate that, in p + p colli sions, particle production is dominated by hard processes for p T above 1.5 GeV/c whereas soft processes dominate at low p T . Thus in the K * p T spectrum, a power-law shape for p T above 1.5 GeV/c and an exponential shape at lower p T should be expected. In minimum bias p + p collisions, owing to the cut on the kaon daughter of p < 0.7 GeV/c, only the K * 0 spectrum for p T < 1.6 GeV/c was measured. As a result, the K * 0 m T spectrum in minimum bias p + p collisions can be well described by the commonly used exponential function, as shown in Fig. 10 . The K * p T spectrum can be extended to higher p T by measuring the K * ± signals. Figure 11 shows the (K * 0 + K * 0 )/2 and (K * + + K * − )/2 invariant yields for |y| < 0.5 as a function of p T . The dotted curve in this figure is the fit to the power-law function
where n is the order of the power law and (p T ) is the average transverse momentum. The data were fit for p T > 0.5 GeV/c. The power-law fit does not reproduce the two first p T bins (0.0 p T < 0.2 GeV/c and 0.2 p T < 0.4 GeV/c) since at low p T particle production may be dominated by soft processes. From the power-law fit, the χ 2 /ndf is 0.93. The K * 0 dashed curve in Fig. 11 is the spectrum fit to the exponential function from Eq. (12) and then extrapolated to higher p T . The data could not be described by this exponential fit, indicating that hard processes dominate the particle production for p T > 1.5 GeV/c. In some models [46] 1
The dashed-dotted curve in Fig. 11 is the Levy function fit with χ 2 /ndf = 0.90 to the K * spectrum in all the measured p T range (p T < 4 GeV/c).
C. Average transverse momentum ( p T }
In Au + Au collisions, the p T range of the exponential fit covers >85% of all the K * yield so that the K * average transverse momentum ((p T )) can be reasonably calculated by using the inverse slope parameter (T) extracted from the exponential fit function and assuming the exponential behavior over all the p T range: In p + p collisions, the neutral and charged K * spectrum shown in Fig. 11 covers >98% of all the K * yield so that (p T ) is directly calculated from the data points in the spectrum. The systematic uncertainty in p + p includes the differences between this calculation and the exponential fit to the K * 0 only at p T < 1.6 GeV/c, the power-law fit to both neutral and charged K * at p T > 1.5 GeV/c, and the Levy function fit at p T < 4 GeV/c. The systematic uncertainties for all the (p T ) values include the effects discussed in the previous section and the differences caused by different fit functions to the invariant yield, such as the Boltzmann fit (m T e −(m T −m 0 )/T ) and the blast wave model fit [47] . The calculated K * (p T ) for different centralities in Au+Au and minimum bias p + p collisions are listed in Table III. The K * (p T ) as a function of the charged particle multiplicity (dN ch /dη) is shown in Fig. 12 and is compared to that of π − , K − , and p [42] for different centralities in Au+Au and minimum bias p + p collisions. The K * 0 (p T ) in Au+Au collisions is significantly larger than in minimum bias p + p collisions. No significant centrality dependence of (p T ) is observed for K * in Au+Au collisions.
D. Particle ratios
The K * vector meson and its corresponding ground state, the K, have identical quark content in the context of the standard model of particles. They differ only in their masses and the relative orientation of their quark spins. Thus, the K * /K yield ratio may be the most interesting and the least model dependent ratio for studying the K * production properties and the freeze-out conditions in relativistic heavyion collisions. The K * and φ mesons have a very small mass difference, their total spin difference is /S = 0, and both are vector mesons. One significant difference between the K * and φ is their lifetimes, with the φ meson lifetime being a factor of 10 longer than that of the K * . Therefore, it is important to measure the φ/K * yield ratio and compare the potential differences in K * /K and φ/K yield ratios in relativistic heavy-ion collisions to study different hadronic interaction effects on different resonances.
The K * /K yield ratios as a function of the c.m. system energies are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 13 . The K * /K − √ yield ratios for central Au+Au collisions at s NN = 130 [35] √ and 200 GeV and minimum bias p + p interactions at s NN = + − 200 GeV are compared to measurements in e e [48] [49] [50] [51] , p + p [52] , and p + p [53] [54] [55] . The K * /K − yield ratios depicted in Fig. 13 do not show a strong dependence on the colliding system or the c.m. system energy, with the exception of the K * /K − yield ratio at √ s NN = 200 GeV. In this case, the K * /K − yield ratio for central Au+Au collisions is significantly lower than the minimum bias p + p measurement at the same c.m. system energy. The φ/K * yield ratios as a √ √ and 91 GeV [50, 51] , ¯s of 5.6 GeV [52] , and pp at s pp at of 27.5 GeV [53] , 52.5 GeV [54] , and 63 GeV [55] . The errors at to measurements in e e [48] [49] [50] [51] and p + p [53] [54] [55] . Figure 13 shows an increase of the yield ratio φ/K * measured in Au+Au collisions compared to the measurements in p + p + and e e − at lower energies. Table IV lists the K * /K − , φ/K * , and φ/K − yield ratios for different centralities in Au+Au and minimum bias p + p interactions. Figure 14 depicts the K * /K − , φ/K − [37] , and ρ 0 /π − [12] yield ratios as a function of dN ch /dη at √ s NN = 200 GeV. All yield ratios have been normalized to the corresponding yield ratio measured in minimum bias √ p + p collisions at the same s NN and are indicated by the solid line in Fig. 14. As mentioned previously and shown in Fig. 13 , the K * 0 /K − yield ratio for central Au+Au collisions is significantly lower than the minimum bias p + p measurement at the same c.m. system energy. In addition, the statistical model prediction of K * /K of 0.33 ± 0.01 [7, 17, 56] is considerably larger (in a 2-σ effect) than than our measurement of 0.23 ± 0.05 in 0-10% Au+Au. The K * 0 regeneration depends on σ Kπ whereas the rescattering of the daughter particles depends on σ ππ and σ πp , which are considerably larger (factor ∼5) than σ Kπ [22, 23] . The lower K * 0 /K − yield ratio measured may be due to the rescattering of the K * 0 decay TABLE IV. The K * /K − , φ/K * , and φ/K − yield ratios for different centralities in Au+Au and for minimum bias p + p interactions. The first error is statistical; the second is systematic. [17, 56] predict the φ/π − yield ratio to be 0.025 ± 0.001 whereas STAR measured the K − /π − yield ratio to be 0.15 ± 0.02 [42] . Thus the φ/K − yield ratio combining the model prediction and experimental measurements is 0.17 ± 0.02, which successfully reproduces the φ/K − yield ratio measurement depicted in Table IV and Fig. 14. The centrality dependence of the resonance yield ratios depicted in Fig. 14 suggests that the φ regeneration and the rescattering of the φ decay products are negligible, and the rescattering of the K * 0 decay products is dominant over the K * 0 regeneration and therefore the reaction channel K * ↔ Kπ is not in balance. As a result, the K * 0 /K − yield ratio can be used to estimate the time between chemical and kinetic freeze-outs:
where τ is the K * lifetime of 4 fm/c and /t is the time between chemical and kinetic freeze-outs. If we use the minimum bias p + p measurement of the K * 0 /K − yield ratio as the one at chemical freeze-out and use the most central measurement of the K * 0 /K − yield ratio in Au+Au collisions for the production at kinetic freeze-out, then under the assumptions that (i) all the K * s that decay before kinetic freeze-out are lost as a result of the rescattering effect and that (ii) no regeneration effect is present, the time between chemical and kinetic freeze-outs is short and /t = 2 ± 1 fm/c. These assumptions reduce the estimated /t. Thus the previous value is a lower limit of /t and it is not in conflict with the estimations (>6 fm/c) in [42] . These two measurements together indicate that a considerable resonance regeneration effect may happen even (about 4 fm/c) after chemical freeze-out.
E. Elliptic anisotropy v 2
In noncentral Au+Au collisions, the elliptic flow (v 2 ) is defined as the second harmonic coefficient of the Fourier expansion of the azimuthal particle distributions in momentum space [57] . The K * 0 v 2 can be calculated as
where φ is the K * 0 azimuthal angle in the momentum space, W r denotes the actual reaction plane angle, and () indicates the average over all K * 0 in all events. For each Kπ pair, the reaction plane angle was estimated by the event plane (W 2 ), which in turn was determined by using all the primary tracks except the kaon and pion tracks in the pair:
where ω i is the weight for each track used to optimize the event plane resolution and the subscripts K and π stand for the kaon and pion candidate track, respectively. This dN ch /dη prevents the autocorrelation between the Kπ azimuthal angle φ Kπ and the event plane angle W 2 [39] . (cos[2(φ − W 2 )]) is then calculated for each p T bin. The finite resolution of the event plane angle, which is due to the limited number of tracks in the event plane calculation, reduces the measured K * 0 v 2 . Thus the obtained (cos[2(φ − W 2 )]) values are further corrected for an event plane resolution factor (<1) using the method presented in [57] . Figure 15 shows the K * 0 v 2 as a function of p T compared to the K 0 , A, and S charged hadron v 2 for minimum bias Au+Au collisions [27] . A significant nonzero K * 0 v 2 is observed. Nevertheless, owing to the large uncertainties on the K * 0 v 2 measurement, no significant difference is observed between the K * 0 v 2 and the K 0 , A, and charged hadron v 2 .
S
To calculate the contributions to the K * production from either direct quark or hadron combinations, the following function [58] was used to fit the K * 0 v 2 :
an v 2 (p T , n) = − dn,
where a, b, c, and d are constants extracted by fitting to the K 0 and A v 2 data points in [58] , and n is the open parameter S standing for the number of constituent quarks. From the fit to the K * 0 v 2 , n = 3 ± 2 was obtained. Because of the large statistical uncertainties, it is difficult to identify the K * production fractions from direct quark combinations (n = 2) or hadron combinations (n = 4). About 15-20 times more Au+Au collision events were taken by the STAR experiment in the fourth RHIC run in 2004, which is expected to provide enough sensitivity for more precise calculations of n to identify the K * from different production mechanisms.
F. Nuclear modification factor
The number of binary collisions (N bin ) scaled centrality ratio (R CP ) is a measure of the particle production dependence on the size and density of the collision system and is closely related to the nuclear modification factor (R AA ). Recent measurements of the A and K 0 R CP at RHIC [27] have shown S that in the intermediate p T region (2 < p T < 4 GeV/c), the A and K S 0 R CP are significantly smaller than unity. These measurements suggest that high-p T jets lose energy through gluon radiation while traversing through dense matter. It has also been observed that the R CP is significantly different for A and K 0 with p T > 2 GeV/c. It is not clear whether this R CP S difference is due to a mass or a particle species effect. The K * is a meson but has a mass that is close to the A baryon mass. Thus, the measurement of the K * R CP may help in discriminating between mass or particle species effect at the intermediate-p T region.
The K * R CP was obtained from the p T spectra of the top 10% and the 50-80% most peripheral Au+Au collisions. The K * R AA was calculated from the p T spectrum of the 10% most central Au+Au collisions and the p T spectrum of the minimum bias p + p collisions.
The K * R AA and R CP as a function of p T compared to the A and K S 0 R CP are shown in Fig. 16 . The K * R AA and R CP for p T < 1.6 GeV/c are smaller than the A and K S 0 R CP , indicating the strong rescattering of the K * daughters at low p T . The rescattering of the K * decay products is weaker for p T > 1.6 GeV/c since K * with larger p T are more likely to decay outside the fireball [21] . Therefore, higher p T K * have a higher probability of being measured compared to low-p T K * . The K * R AA and R CP are closer to the K S 0 R CP and different from the A R CP for p T > 1.6 GeV/c. Thus, a strong mass dependence of the nuclear modification factor is not supported and a baryon-meson effect is favored in the particle production in the intermediate-p T region. and K * ± signals were reconstructed via their hadronic decay channels K * 0 → Kπ and K * ± → K 0 π ± at midrapidity.
S
The K * 0 /K yield ratios in Au+Au collisions were observed to be smaller than the ratio in p + p interactions, which may be interpreted in the context of finite cross sections in a late hadronic phase. The result suggests that the rescattering of the K * 0 decay products is dominant over the K * 0 regeneration and therefore the reaction channel K * ↔ Kπ is not in balance. As a result, the K * 0 /K − yield ratio can be used to estimate the time between chemical and kinetic freeze-outs. Using the K * 0 /K − yield ratio, the lower limit of the time between chemical and kinetic freeze-outs is estimated to be at least 2 ± 1 fm/c. A significant nonzero K * 0 elliptic flow v 2 was measured as a function of p T in minimum bias Au+Au collisions. Because of limited statistics, no conclusive statement can be made about the difference between the K * 0 v 2 and the K S 0 , A, and charged hadron v 2 . The estimated number of constituent quarks for the K * 0 from the v 2 scaling according to Eq. (18) is 3 ± 2. Thus, improved statistics for Au+Au collision data are needed to identify the K * production fractions from direct quark combinations or hadron combinations. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 71, 064902 (2005) The K * 0 nuclear modification factors R AA and R CP were measured as a function of p T . Both the K * 0 R AA and R CP are found to be closer to the K 0 R CP and different from the A R CP S for p T > 2 GeV/c. A strong mass dependence of the nuclear modification factor is not observed. This establishes a baryonmeson effect over a mass effect in the particle production at the intermediate-p T region.
